GENERAL AND SPECIAL ABILITIES
of one year, and found 84 per cent, of them to have sub-
stantially the same I.Q., meaning that they were placed
within one category of the former position, a category
embracing ten points of LQ.
Against the doctrine of constancy of I.Q. are voices from
various quarters. First of all, in the reports from psycho-
logists themselves, despite the fact that the majority of
measured LQs remain fairly steady, there are also in*
stances, in a small but important minority, of cases where
there is serious change of I.Q. It can be said of such,
however, that they are more rare with careful individual
tests than they are with group tests; and they are more
rare with carefully trained examiners than when untrained
persons do the testing. When such sources of error are
removed, and when obvious physical reasons have been
eliminated, there are not many discrepant cases left.
In the second place teachers, parents, and members of
the public are widely convinced that many children develop
late, and do not show their real intelligence during the
elementary or lower school years; and that, on the other
hand, clever children often wither away mentally, and prove
to be no more intelligent, as adults, than their duller school
comrades. As Sir Walter Scott said, no doubt there is
some truth in any opinion so widely current. But it has
to be discounted a little for one or two reasons.
Firstly, the measure of intelligence employed in the
school period of these children is usually their success with
school work. But the psychologist ma; assert that had he
been given a chance to test these children by modern
methods, he might have found out that these apparently
precocious children were not really clever but only crammed ;
and that these apparently poor pupils were not really dull
but only uninterested. Martin, in Tom Brown's Schooldays,
probably did badly in Latin verse, but he probably had a
highLQ.
Then the measure of intelligence in later years is often
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